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1. Introduction and Background

the Lake Mulwala Land and  
On-Water Management Plan  
(‘the Plan’) was publicly released 
in december 2004. the Plan 
was conceived in response to 
the identified need for a strategic 
approach to the management of 
land and on-water management 
activities at Lake Mulwala. 
the Plan was developed by 
goulburn-Murray water acting  
on behalf of the Murray darling 
Basin Commission. 
On 15 december 2009 the functions of the 
Murray darling Basin Commission were 
transferred to the Murray darling Basin 
authority (MdBa), which is a Commonwealth 
authority established through the water  
act 2007.

the intent of the Plan is to better manage 
the ever increasing pressures on the 
important values of the lake and its 
foreshore, such as the water quality and 
environmental values, recreation and public 
access, planning and development, cultural 
heritage and others.

Initial expectations were that the Plan would 
be reviewed approximately every five years. 
Since its initial release there have been many 
developments and changes to the ‘operating 
environment’, bringing a number of new 
challenges and concerns for lake managers 
and the communities around the lake. 

these issues were the focus of workshop 
discussions with the Lake Mulwala 
Community reference group in May 2008. 
at the workshop it was agreed:

1. the time is right for a review of the Plan. 
the Plan was always intended to be a 
dynamic and adaptive document that 
would be periodically reviewed. 

2. that a wholesale revision of the original 
Plan is not required at this time. 

3. that the original Plan should remain the 
key reference document, unchanged in 
its own right. 

4. that the key outcome of the review 
should be an addendum to the original 
Plan (this document), which includes 
refocused and more specific actions 
and strategies more relevant to the 
current operating environment, but which 
remains true to the vision, themes and 
intent of the original Plan.
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2. Process

the process for the development of this 
addendum to the Plan has included:

• an internal desktop review of 
performance against original actions  
from the Plan;

• a review of the current and expected 
future context for the Plan;

• an assessment of the continued 
relevance of existing key actions from the 
Plan, and a re-prioritisation of  
those issues;

• an identification of new and emergent 
issues for the Plan;

• development of a re-prioritised program 
of actions (existing and new) to be 
implemented over the next phase of 
implementation; and

• definition of roles and responsibilities for 
implementation.

Consultation has been limited to selective, 
targeted engagement and consultation 
to obtain the advice of key management 
agencies with direct management 
responsibilities at Lake Mulwala, as well as 
the advice and endorsement of the Lake 
Mulwala Community reference group. 

agency consultation included discussions 
with senior representatives of Moira and 
Corowa Shires, nSw Maritime, nSw and 
Victorian Fisheries, Parks Victoria and the 
Murray darling Basin authority.

a more comprehensive widespread 
consultation program is not considered 
necessary, practicable or appropriate for 
this review. the vision, themes and intent 
of the Plan remain unchanged, and a 
comprehensive re-write of the plan, which 
would necessitate a more comprehensive 
consultation strategy, is not envisaged at  
this time. 
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3. Current and Future Context

the original Plan has proven to be a useful 
instrument for the better management of 
land and on-water issues at Lake Mulwala. 
Since the original release of the Plan a 
number of new strategies, developments 
and other changes have occurred, and the 
operating context for the management of 
land and on-water issues Lake Mulwala has 
changed. Of note: 

• the development of a Yarrawonga-
Bundalong Foreshore Master Plan,  
which provides long term direction 
and provide planning for the southern 
shoreline of the lake;

• increasing occurrence of invasive  
aquatic weeds;

• continued rapid urban  
development of proximal lands  
(e.g. the Silverwoods project);

• continuing recreation, tourism 
and residential amenity pressures 
and expectations regarding lake 
management, particularly regarding lake 
levels and weed management;

• completion of a number of scientific 
studies which have filled many of 
the ‘information gaps’ and increased 
understanding of the lake environment 
and lake processes;

• an need to emphasise Lake Mulwala 
as one component of a much wider 
river system and broader Murray river 
community;

• progression of new legislation, 
strategies and plans with relevance 
to the management of Lake Mulwala, 
such as the forthcoming dSe Northern 
Rivers Sustainable Water Strategy and 
the Victorian environment assessment 
Council Red Gums Forests Investigation, 
the Aboriginal Cultural Victorian Heritage 
Act 2006 and others;

• continued evolution of Corowa and Moira 
Shire planning frameworks;

• completion or significant progress 
against many of the original actions from 
the Plan (appendix B);

• continued cross-border implementation 
difficulties and uncertainties; and

• persistent extreme drought placing  
the entire river Murray system  
including Lake Mulwala under severe 
operating stress.

the future context for the Plan is not 
known with any certainty. However current 
constraints on operational aspects of the 
lake and river systems posed by drought 
and climate shift must be considered as 
problems that could persist over the longer 
term. this may exacerbate pressure points 
such as the conflict between lake operations 
for water supply and recreation and tourism, 
impacts on water quality and threats to the 
lake’s ecology.

at the same time residential development 
on both sides of the lake seems likely 
to continue. However it is hoped that 
completion of the Yarrawonga-Bundalong 
Foreshore Master Plan will provide direction 
and certainty for many of the management 
issues for the Victorian foreshore. 

these changes to the context all point to the 
need for a re-focus of the Plan. In particular 
the Plan should now have:

• a greater focus on foreshore 
management issues on the nSw side of 
the lake;

• an emphasis on projects and programs 
to enhance the lake’s usability 
(particularly fishing & boating) at more 
uncertain and variable operating regimes 
in future;

• an enhancement of water quality and 
ecological monitoring programs; 

• a more proactive communication and 
awareness raising program, and

• a more proactive approach to the 
management of aquatic weeds and other 
potential environmental threats.
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4. Implementation actions and Strategies

Key suggested actions to be delivered 
over the next implementation period 
are discussed in Sections 6–10, and 
summarised in appendix a.
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5. Planning and development

A clearly identified planning  
and development framework  
for activities at Lake Mulwala.

the original Plan has promoted better 
planning outcomes for the lake environment. 
In particular there has been improvement 
in understanding of requirements, 
communication and cooperation between 
municipal planning authorities and the 
authorities responsible for the management 
of the lake. a key outcome from the 
implementation process is that existing and 
proposed works on public foreshore land 
are now reviewed for consistency with the 
fundamental management objectives of 
facilitating environmental and water quality 
protection and safe public access.

an example is the Yarrawonga-Bundalong 
Foreshore Master Plan being developed by 
Moira Shire in conjunction with goulburn-
Murray water. while some aspects of this 
plan are currently being debated in the 
community, the Yarrawonga-Bundalong 
Foreshore Master Plan will ultimately  
provide an agreed plan for how the  
Victorian foreshore will look over the  
medium to longer term. this will provide 
certainty and direction for the Shire and 
water authorities, residents, commercial 
operators and users of the lake foreshore. 
Key themes of the plan involve enhanced 
safe public access to the lake and foreshore, 
improved facilities and enhancement of 
environmentally sensitive areas. 

going forward there is now a need for 
a stronger focus on the nSw foreshore 
areas. Other areas requiring attention from 
a planning and development perspective 
will be moorings and jetties. In particular 
the no private jetties policy on the Victorian 
foreshore appears to have unintentionally 
resulted in a proliferation of floating 
pontoons as substitute jetties. this has been 
accompanied by increased unauthorised 
moorings of BBQ boats and other vessels. 
Some of these issues are referenced in the 
Yarrawonga-Bundalong Foreshore Master 
Plan; however these will require increased 
attention from goulburn-Murray water, 
nSw Maritime and in nSw Corowa Shire to 
satisfactorily resolve.

to this time cultural heritage processes have 
largely been addressed on an as needs 
basis (i.e. in conjunction with development 
applications). Until recently the process for 
obtaining cultural heritage assessments 
and approvals was not clear. However the 
recent passing of the Aboriginal Cultural 
Heritage Act 2006 in Victoria, and the recent 
declaration under the act of Yorta Yorta 
aboriginal Corporation as the registered 
aboriginal Party (raP) for a large area 
including the Victorian foreshore of  
Lake Mulwala, will provide clearer direction  
in aboriginal cultural heritage management.

  5.1 Planning and  
development framework 
1. develop a Foreshore Master Plan (or 

similar) for all priority areas of the nSw 
foreshore to preserve and enhance the 
aesthetic and environmental values of the 
lake and foreshore.

2. ensure detailed Landscape Plans 
developed for specific areas of the 
foreshore where development or 
significant modification is proposed.

3. establish a planners forum to meet 
annually with community representatives 
to discuss planning issues specific to 
Lake Mulwala and facilitate a consistent, 
coordinated approach.

4. Commission a study to quantitatively 
assess the relative economic benefits 
(direct & indirect) of recreation, tourism 
and residential property values, and the 
value of the lake to downstream irrigation 
industry and communities.
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5.2 Public access
See Section 9.4.

5.3 Facilities and infrastructure
5. Implement recommendations for facilities 

and infrastructure improvements from 
the Yarrawonga-Bundalong Foreshore 
Master Plan (2008).

6. Proactive compliance monitoring 
of private infrastructure (e.g. jetties, 
retaining walls) on public foreshore land.

7. agree to and formalise the roles 
and responsibilities for upgrade and 
maintenance of public foreshore 
infrastructure (e.g. boat ramps, toilets, 
pathways etc) incorporating minimum 
standards.

8. Consider the need for public camping 
facilities and amenities in line with 
Parks Victoria’s ‘Levels of Service’ 
methodology, to ensure consistency with 
other river reserves and camping areas.

9. develop consistent information, 
education and warning signage at all 
access points with a specific ‘Lake 
Mulwala’ brand.

10. develop guidelines for new infrastructure 
(retaining walls, stormwater discharge 
points, etc) on public foreshore land. 

11. Public paths and informal public access 
encouraged along public foreshore land, 
consistent with opportunities identified 
in Yarrawonga to Bundalong Foreshore 
Master Plan.

12. agree and define management 

responsibility for Victorian public reserves 
and facilities (through licence agreement)

13. determine and formalise funding 
arrangements for the management of 
foreshore reserves.

5.4 Moorings & jetties
14. develop and implement a Mooring & 

Jetty Management Plan for the lake 
(nSw & Victoria) to ensure consistent 
and coordinated management 
arrangements regarding mooring and 
jetties.

15. review existing policy of no new private 
jetties on g-Mw owned public land in 
Victoria. 

16. Consider proposals for public jetty 
facilities and temporary mooring facilities 
at key access points as identified in 
Yarrawonga to Bundalong Foreshore 
Master Plan. 

17. Illegally moored vessels (including floating 
pontoons) to be removed. 

5.5 Cultural heritage
18. ensure any proposed works on foreshore 

land are assessed and compliant with 
the requirements of relevant legislation 
for the protection of cultural heritage. 

19. Consider development of voluntary 
aboriginal Cultural Heritage Plans of 
Management for public land along the 
Victorian foreshore.

20. Consider opportunity for practicable 
indigenous involvement in environmental 
monitoring, research projects and works 
programs.

5.6 Traffic management
21. develop an integrated traffic 

Management Plan

22. Progress planning for the weir Bridge 
closure in 2020
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Improved water quality in  
Lake Mulwala. 

water quality protection and enhancement 
remains a key objective of the Plan. 
examples of recent improvements are the 
removal of fuel storage infrastructure from 
foreshore areas and the adoption of more 
stringent design and performance standards 
for the approval of stormwater discharges 
from new developments. 

Comprehensive water quality studies 
have given lake managers a much better 
understanding of the threats and processes 
affecting water quality in the lake. while 
many of the impacts on water quality in the 
lake are now recognised as being the result 
of upper catchment processes, there are still 
opportunities for local programs and actions 
that can be taken to protect water quality. 

a greater focus will be placed on 
the implementation of robust and 
comprehensive monitoring programs to fill 
remaining knowledge gaps and build on the 
existing knowledge base, to better inform 
future lake management decisions.

6.1 Monitoring strategies
23. enhance the existing blue green 

algae monitoring program with more 
comprehensive sampling in accordance 
with the recommendations of recent 
studies by the Murray darling Freshwater 
research Centre. 

24. Implement a regular sediment monitoring 
program every 3-5 years to monitor 
changes in sediment quality in the lake 
as per recommendations of the Lake 
Mulwala water Quality Study (MdFrC, 
2005).

25. Implement recommendations of the Lake 
Mulwala Water Quality Study (MdFrC, 
2005) relating to better monitoring of 
internal nutrient loadings and pH.

6.2 Erosion
26. develop and progressively implement 

an erosion action Plan for the lake 
including a review of erosion threats and 
management technologies, mapping of 
high risk areas and a prioritised works 
program (including reclamation works).

27. Undertake a feasibility study with costed 
management options to provide a long 
term solutions for erosion occurring 
along river road Yarrawonga and other 
high priority areas.

28. assess and implement relevant 
recommendations from studies on 
impacts of vessels on foreshore erosion. 

6.3 Stormwater management
29. all new developments surrounding Lake 

Mulwala to incorporate water sensitive 
urban design principles in accordance 
with current best practice standards and 
guidelines.

30. any new stormwater discharge points to 
the lake to be licenced and must meet 
best practice standards.

31. review and implement relevant 
recommendations of municipal 
Stormwater Management Plans.

6. water Quality
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Improved ecological health of 
Lake Mulwala. 

Considerable work has been done to 
improve our understanding of the lake’s 
ecosystems and ecological processes, a 
good example being the comprehensive 
baseline vegetation survey completed in 
2005. Foreshore revegetation and protection 
projects works by Parks Victoria, goulburn-
Murray water and community groups such 
as the eastern Foreshore Committee are 
enhancing and improving environmental 
values in parts of the lake environment. 
anecdotal reports indicate that the fishery is 
healthy, with native fish prospering seemingly 
at the expense of undesirable species such 
as carp. 

a proposal from VeaC’s River Red Gum 
Forests Investigation – Draft Proposals 
Paper to create a warby ranges - Ovens 
river national Park may have implications for 
the management of environmentally sensitive 
areas at the upper lake area. If adopted this 
will confirm a greater role for Parks Victoria in 
the management of these areas, and provide 
them with greatly improved powers to better 
manage issues associated with camping and 
recreational access to these areas.

However not all objectives of the original 
Plan have been delivered and significant 
challenges remain. 

Of particular note has been a proliferation 
of the invasive aquatic weed Egeria densa 
(dense waterweed) over the past two 
summers, with dense infestations affecting 
public amenity and recreation in the main 
lake basin. Of perhaps greater concern from 
a water delivery and wider environmental 
perspective is the expansion of arrowhead 
(Sagittaria) infestations in the upper lake area. 

Similarly the spread of invasive crack willows 
remain a concern in the upper lake area, 
and blue-green algae remains a threat, with 
elevated levels (only slightly below high alert 
criteria) recorded each summer/autumn 
period in recent years. 

7.1 Aquatic fauna and habitat
32. Implement a comprehensive native 

fish monitoring program for native 
fish and macroinvertebrates as per 
recommendations of the Lake Mulwala 
Water Quality Study (MdFrC, 2005).

33. Protect and enhance wetlands on the 
upper reaches of Lake Mulwala.

34. Maintain and enforce current prohibitions 
on removal of timber from Lake Mulwala.

35. Investigate the possibility of limited 
timber realignment or re-positioning 
combined with fish habitat enhancement 
in select areas, subject to endorsement 
from nSw and Victorian Fisheries and 
fishing representative groups. 

7.2 Aquatic weeds and pests 
36. thoroughly review, assess and where 

practicable implement all potential 
management options including 
alternative controls for priority aquatic 
weeds Egeria densa (dense waterweed) 
and Sagittaria (arrowhead).

37. Seek to manage infestations of Egeria 
densa (dense waterweed) through 
periodic draining of the lake (subject  
to and within operating constraints).

38. Continue proactive control program  
for Sagittaria (arrowhead) and other 
priority aquatic pest species in upper 
lake area with coordinated chemical 
spray program.

39. Undertake regular comprehensive 
aquatic weeds mapping surveys to 
monitor progress of control programs.

7. Healthy ecosystems
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7.3 Riparian zone management
40. Implement a regular vegetation 

monitoring program (riparian and aquatic 
vegetation communities) every 5 years 
to monitor changes in vegetation health 
as per recommendations of the Lake 
Mulwala Water Quality Study (MdFrC, 
2005).

41. Continue foreshore and semi-aquatic 
vegetation enhancement and protection 
works programs.

42. Continue to support eastern Foreshore 
Committee projects for vegetation 
enhancement at Chainman’s Island.

43. Phase out remaining grazing licenses on 
the Victorian public foreshore land.

44. encourage similar stock exclusion along 
nSw shoreline areas through incentive 
programs for off-stream watering points 
& fencing.

45. Manage pest animal species and 
terrestrial weeds on public foreshore 
land.

46. Maintain existing weeping willows (Salix 
babylonica) in urban areas where they 
are providing an erosion control benefit, 
until an effective alternative can be found. 

47. Map and progressively control invasive 
willow species (crack willow, black 
willow) from upper lake areas.

48. Investigate and trial potential alternatives 
to willow species such as ‘longstems’ 
for effective shore stabilisation and 
environmental protection.

49. Continue program of rehabilitation of 
degraded bank areas at naughtons, 
Parolas and Camerons Bend areas 
including vehicle exclusion from 
degraded riverbank areas.

50. Proactively enforce prohibitions on 
removal of timber from upper lake areas.

7. Healthy ecosystems continued…
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Safe use of Lake Mulwala

Some progress has been made in the 
promotion of safe use of the lake. examples 
include the removal of multiple hazards 
from the Victorian foreshore lands, along 
with improvements for boating signage and 
modifications to boating rules in the upper 
lake area. work has also commenced to 
accurately map and either mark or relocate 
hazards to boating, particularly at lower lake 
levels. However with a lower lake operating 
level forced through the 2007/2008 
summer by extreme drought conditions, the 
challenge now is to investigate opportunities 
to provide a useable lake all year round.

this objective is expanded to give more 
recognition and emphasis to recreation and 
public access as integral elements of the Lake 
Mulwala Land and On-water Management 
Plan implementation, but also recognise 
the potential for these activities to adversely 
impact on the lake’s environmental attributes 
and public safety if poorly managed.

enhancement of safe public access is a 
goal of the Plan, and the recreational and 
tourism opportunities for the Yarrawonga-
Mulwala community are seen as a positive 
benefit of the lake, provided these activities 
do not compromise the underlying 
principles of public safety, water quality and 
environmental protection and the operation 
of the lake in its primary role as a critical 
irrigation water supply storage.

8.1 Boating
51. Facilitate and support the Boating Safety 

reference group to advise authorities on 
boating safety and navigation issues in 
the lake.

52. review boating zones and implement 
a program of better marking of safe 
boating areas.

53. Consider limited/targeted tree stump 
realignment/repositioning combined with 
fish habitat enhancement in select areas 
to improve low level boating access, 
subject to endorsement of nSw dPI 
Fisheries and fishing representative 
groups. 

54. Implement recommendations of the 
Yarrawonga-Bundalong Foreshore 
Masterplan regarding improvements to 
boating facilities.

55. assess and where relevant implement 
recommendations from recent studies on 
boating impacts on safety and erosion. 

56. Identify, resource and deliver boating 
safety improvement, and awareness 
raising programs.

57. Seek increased resources for monitoring 
and enforcement of boating rules and 
regulations.

8.2 Fishing
58. Consider development of a Fishery 

Management Plan (or similar) for 
Lake Mulwala in collaboration with 
representative angling groups.

59. Implement a comprehensive native 
fish monitoring program for native 
fish and macroinvertebrates as per 
recommendations of the Lake Mulwala 
Water Quality Study (MdFrC, 2005).

60. resource a more proactive compliance 
monitoring and enforcement presence  
on the lake.

8. recreation, public access and safe use
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8.3 Camping
61. Consider the need for camping facilities 

and amenities in bushland areas 
consistent with Parks Victoria’s ‘Levels 
of Service’ methodology, to ensure 
consistency with other river reserves and 
camping areas.

62. define roles and responsibilities for 
resourcing and management of Kyfinns 
reserve and other lake edge camping 
areas on the nSw foreshore.

63. Formalise camping strategy for the 
lake environs including agreement 
of management arrangements and 
resourcing between Parks Victoria, g-
Mw and Shires.

64. Quantify levels of demand including 
surveys of visitor numbers to better 
inform camping management.

8.4 Public access 
65. Implement recommendations relating 

to improved public access from the 
Yarrawonga-Bundalong Foreshore 
Master Plan (2008).

66. develop a Foreshore Master Plan or 
similar strategy to review opportunities 
for public access improvements and 
linkages for the nSw shoreline of the 
lake.

67. develop an education and awareness 
campaign (flyers, website, media etc) 
to inform the broader community about 
opportunities and/or any restrictions on 
public access to the lake & foreshore.

68. Continue program of defining public/
private land boundaries, removing 
barriers to public access and reclamation 
of eroded public foreshore areas.

8.5 Safe use
69. Foreshore public land managers to 

maintain and regularly update public 
liability and safety risk registers.

70. Foreshore public land managers to 
implement progressive public liability 
and safety hazard reduction works on a 
priority basis.

71. Coordinate a Boating Safety reference 
group to advise authorities on boating 
safety and navigation issues in the lake.

8. recreation, public access and safe use continued…
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9. Communication, information and awareness

A community committed to the 
sustainable use of Lake Mulwala. 

Some community awareness raising activity 
has been undertaken at Lake Mulwala; 
however it is apparent that confusion still 
exists regarding the purpose of the storage 
and the responsibility for its management. 

the Lake Mulwala Plan Community 
reference group has been a successful and 
effective communication mechanism and 
should continue to function, however there 
is seen to be a need for an increased role for 
the Community reference group to more 
proactively engage with the community and 
agencies on issues of concern.

9.1 Lake Mulwala Community  
Reference Group 
72. Lake Mulwala Plan Community 

reference group to continue to provide 
advice on the implementation of the plan.

9.2 Develop and implement  
community awareness program
73. develop an interactive ‘Lake Mulwala’ 

website containing maps, plans, zones, 
FaQ’s, summaries of management 
arrangements and by-laws. Include a 
timely and simple information portal 
pertaining to the operation of water levels 
in Lake Mulwala.

74. develop and distribute a quick reference 
guide of agency contacts for lake 
and foreshore management issues, 
defining roles and responsibilities for 
management of the lake and foreshore 
areas.

75. Clear, consistent boating information and 
safety signage at all boat ramps.

76. develop and install interpretive and 
educational signage at key access points 
around the lake, focussing on the history, 
heritage and ‘land & on-water’ aspects 
of Lake Mulwala.

77. engage and inform the wider community 
through public information sessions, field 
excursions, school group participation 
etc.

78. develop and maintain a calendar of 
significant lake functions and events 
and determine minimum lake height 
requirements for each use.

79. Seek to use public events such as the 
eC griffiths Cup and Cod Classic as 
opportunities for awareness raising & 
information dissemination.

80. Broaden education campaigns to 
emphasise a greater understanding of 
the role of Lake Mulwala as an integral 
part of a greater river Murray System, 
and in particular the impacts of local 
activities and actions on downstream 
communities and environments.
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appendix a – Summary of Management actions 2008–2012
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Outcome No. Action Responsible agency Priority
Planning and 
Development

1 Commission a study to quantitatively assess the relative economic benefits (direct & 
indirect) of recreation, tourism and residential property values, and the value of the lake to 
downstream irrigation industry and communities.

MDBA, g-Mw, Moira & 
Corowa Shires

L

2 ensure detailed Landscape Plans developed for specific areas of the foreshore where 
development or significant modification is proposed.

g-Mw, Moira Shire, Corowa 
Shire

H

3 establish a planners forum to meet annually with community representatives to discuss 
planning issues specific to Lake Mulwala and ensure a consistent, coordinated approach.

Moira Shire, Corowa Shire, 
g-Mw, department of 
Planning, nSw dept water 
and energy, Crg

H

4 develop a Foreshore Master Plan (or similar) for all priority areas of the nSw foreshore to 
preserve and enhance the aesthetic and environmental values of the lake and foreshore.

Corowa Shire, nSw dept 
of water and energy, g-Mw, 
MdBa

H

5 Implement recommendations for facilities and infrastructure improvements from the 
Yarrawonga-Bundalong Foreshore Master Plan (2008).

Moira Shire, g-Mw H

6 Proactive compliance monitoring of private infrastructure (e.g. jetties, retaining walls) on 
public foreshore land.

g-Mw, Corowa Shire H

7 agree to and formalise the roles and responsibilities for upgrade and maintenance of 
public foreshore infrastructure (e.g. boat ramps, toilets, pathways etc) incorporating 
minimum standards.

g-Mw, Moira Shire H

8 Consider the need for public camping facilities and amenities in line with Parks Victoria’s 
‘Levels of Service’ methodology, to ensure consistency with other river reserves and 
camping areas.

Parks Victoria, g-Mw M

9 develop consistent information, education and warning signage at all access points with 
a specific ‘Lake Mulwala’ brand.

Moira Shire, Corowa Shire, 
g-Mw

M

10 develop guidelines for new infrastructure (retaining walls, stormwater discharge points, 
etc) on public foreshore land. 

g-Mw M

11 Public paths and informal public access encouraged along public foreshore land, 
consistent with opportunities identified in Yarrawonga to Bundalong Foreshore Master 
Plan.

Moira Shire, g-Mw M

12 determine and formalise funding arrangements for the management of foreshore 
reserves.

Moira Shire, Corowa Shire, 
g-Mw

M

13 agree and define management responsibility for Victorian public reserves and facilities 
(through licence agreement)

Moira Shire, Corowa Shire, 
g-Mw

M

14 develop and implement a Mooring & Jetty Management Plan for the lake (nSw & 
Victoria) to ensure consistent and coordinated management arrangements regarding 
mooring and jetties.

G-MW, Corowa Shire,  
Moira Shire, nSw Maritime

H

15 review existing policy of no new private jetties on g-Mw owned public land in Victoria. g-Mw M

16 Consider proposals for public jetty facilities and temporary mooring facilities at key 
access points as identified in Yarrawonga to Bundalong Foreshore Master Plan. 

Moira Shire, g-Mw H

17 Illegally moored vessels (including floating pontoons) to be removed. nSw Maritime, g-Mw, 
Corowa Shire

H

18 ensure any proposed works on foreshore land are assessed and compliant with the 
requirements of relevant legislation for the protection of cultural heritage. 

Moira Shire, g-Mw, Corowa 
Shire

H

19 Consider development of voluntary aboriginal Cultural Heritage Plans of Management for 
public land along the Victorian foreshore.

g-Mw, MdBa M

20 Consider opportunity for practicable indigenous involvement in environmental monitoring, 
research projects and works programs.

g-Mw M

21 develop an integrated traffic Management Plan Corowa Shire, Moira Shire, 
nSw rta, Vicroads, MdBa

M

22 Progress planning for the weir Bridge closure in 2020 Corowa Shire, Moira Shire, 
NSW RTA, VicRoads, MdBa

H
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Outcome No. Action Responsible agency Priority
Water Quality 23 enhance the existing blue green algae monitoring program with more comprehensive 

sampling in accordance with the recommendations of recent studies by the Murray 
darling Freshwater research Centre. 

g-Mw H

24 Implement a regular sediment monitoring program every 3-5 years to monitor changes 
in sediment quality in the lake, per recommendations of the Lake Mulwala Water Quality 
Study (MdFrC, 2005).

G-MW, MdBa M

25 Implement recommendations of the Lake Mulwala Water Quality Study (MdFrC, 2005) 
relating to better monitoring of internal nutrient loadings and pH.

G-MW, MdBa M

26 develop and progressively implement an erosion action Plan for the lake including a 
review of erosion threats and management technologies, mapping of high risk areas and 
a prioritised works program (including reclamation works).

G-MW, MdBa M

27 Undertake a feasibility study with costed management options to provide a long term 
solutions for erosion occurring along river road Yarrawonga and other high priority areas.

G-MW, MdBa, Moira Shire M

28 assess and implement relevant recommendations from studies on impacts of vessels on 
foreshore erosion. 

nSw Maritime M

29 all new developments surrounding Lake Mulwala to incorporate water sensitive urban 
design principles in accordance with current best practice standards and guidelines.

Moira Shire, Corowa Shire M

30 any new stormwater discharge points to the lake to be licenced and must meet best 
practice standards.

Corowa Shire M

31 review and implement relevant recommendations of municipal Stormwater Management 
Plans.

Corowa Shire, Moira Shire M

Healthy 
Ecosystems

32 Implement a comprehensive native fish monitoring program for native fish and 
macroinvertebrates as per recommendations of the Lake Mulwala Water Quality Study 
(MdFrC, 2005).

g-Mw, MdBa M

33 Protect and enhance wetlands on the upper reaches of Lake Mulwala. g-Mw, Parks Vic, dept 
water and energy, Corowa 
Shire, Moira Shire

H

34 Maintain and enforce current prohibitions on removal of timber from Lake Mulwala. NSW DPI Fisheries, Vic dPI 
Fisheries, g-Mw, Corowa 
Shire, Moira Shire

H

35 Investigate the possibility of limited timber realignment or re-positioning combined 
with fish habitat enhancement in select areas, subject to endorsement from nSw and 
Victorian Fisheries and fishing representative groups. 

NSW DPI Fisheries, NSW 
Maritime, Vic dPI Fisheries, 
g-Mw, Corowa Shire, Moira 
Shire

M

36 thoroughly review, assess and where practicable implement all potential management 
options including alternative controls for priority aquatic weeds Egeria densa (dense 
waterweed) and Sagittaria (arrowhead)

G-MW, MdBa, CMa’s H

37 Seek to manage infestations of Egeria densa (dense waterweed) through periodic 
draining of the lake (subject to and within operating constraints)

MdBa, G-MW H

38 Continue proactive control program for Sagittaria (arrowhead) and other priority aquatic 
pest species in Upper lake area with coordinated chemical spray program

G-MW, MdBa, CMa’s H

39 Undertake regular comprehensive aquatic weed mapping surveys to monitor progress of 
control programs.

g-Mw H

40 Implement a regular vegetation monitoring program (riparian and aquatic vegetation 
communities) every 5 years to monitor changes in vegetation health as per 
recommendations of the Lake Mulwala Water Quality Study (MdFrC, 2005).

G-MW, CMa’s M

41 Continue foreshore and semi-aquatic vegetation enhancement and protection works 
programs.

g-Mw M

42 Continue to support eastern Foreshore Committee projects for vegetation enhancement 
at Chainman’s Island.

g-Mw, Moira Shire M

43 Phase out remaining grazing licenses on the Victorian public foreshore land. g-Mw M
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Outcome No. Action Responsible agency Priority

44 encourage similar stock exclusion along nSw shoreline areas through incentive 
programs for off-stream watering points & fencing.

dept water and energy, 
g-Mw

M

45 Manage pest animal species and terrestrial weeds on public foreshore land. g-Mw, Corowa Shire H

46 Maintain existing weeping willows (Salix babylonica) in urban areas where they are 
providing an erosion control benefit, until an effective alternative can be found. 

g-Mw, Corowa Shire M

47 Map and progressively control invasive willow species (crack willow, black willow) from 
upper lake areas.

g-Mw, Parks Vic, Corowa 
Shire

H

48 Investigate and trial potential alternatives to willow species such as ‘longstems’ for 
effective shore stabilisation and environmental protection.

g-Mw M

49 Continue program of rehabilitation of degraded bank areas at naughtons, Parolas and 
Camerons bend areas including vehicle exclusion from degraded riverbank areas.

Parks Vic, g-Mw M

50 Proactively enforce prohibitions on removal of timber from upper lake areas. Parks Vic, g-Mw M

Recreation, 
Public Access 
and Safe Use

51 Facilitate and support a Boating Safety reference group to advise authorities on boating 
safety and navigation issues in the lake.

nSw Maritime H

52 review boating zones and implement a program of better marking of safe boating areas. nSw Maritime H

53 Consider limited/targeted tree stump realignment/repositioning combined with fish 
habitat enhancement in select areas to improve low level boating access, subject to 
endorsement of nSw dPI Fisheries and fishing representative groups. 

NSW DPI Fisheries, NSW 
Maritime, Vic dPI Fisheries, 
g-Mw, Corowa Shire, Moira 
Shire

M

54 Implement recommendations of the Yarrawonga-Bundalong Foreshore Masterplan 
regarding improvements to boating facilities.

Moira Shire, g-Mw, MSV H

55 assess and where relevant implement recommendations from studies on boating 
impacts on safety. 

NSW Maritime, g-Mw H

56 Identify, resource and deliver boating safety improvement, and awareness raising 
programs.

NSW Maritime, MSV, g-Mw H

57 Seek increased resources for monitoring and enforcement of boating rules and 
regulations.

NSW Maritime, MSV, g-Mw H

58 Consider development of a Fishery Management Plan (or similar) for Lake Mulwala in 
collaboration with representative angling groups.

nSw dPI Fisheries L

59 Implement a comprehensive native fish monitoring program for native fish and 
macroinvertebrates as per recommendations of the Lake Mulwala Water Quality Study 
(MdFrC, 2005).

nSw dPI Fisheries, g-Mw L

60 resource a more proactive compliance monitoring of fishing regulations and enforcement 
presence on the lake

nSw dPI Fisheries M

61 Consider the need for camping facilities and amenities in bushland areas consistent with 
Parks Victoria’s ‘Levels of Service’ methodology, to ensure consistency with other river 
reserves and camping areas.

Parks Vic, g-Mw M

62 define roles and responsibilities for resourcing and management of Kyfinns reserve and 
other lake edge camping areas on the nSw foreshore.

Corowa Shire,  
dept of Lands

M

63 Formalise camping strategy for the lake environs including agreement of management 
arrangements and resourcing between Parks Victoria, g-Mw and Shires.

g-Mw, Parks Vic, Corowa 
Shire, Moira Shire

M

64 Quantify levels of demand including surveys of visitor numbers to better inform camping 
management.

Parks Vic, Corowa Shire L

65 Implement recommendations relating to improved public access from the Yarrawonga-
Bundalong Foreshore Master Plan (2008)

Moira Shire, g-Mw H

66 develop a Foreshore Master Plan or similar strategy to review opportunities for public 
access improvements and linkages for the nSw shoreline of the lake.

Corowa Shire, g-Mw,  
dept water and energy

H

67 develop an education and awareness campaign (flyers, website, media etc) to inform the 
broader community about opportunities and/or any restrictions on public access to the 
lake & foreshore.

g-Mw, Corowa Shire, Moira 
Shire

M

appendix a – Summary of Management actions 2008–2012 continued…
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Outcome No. Action Responsible agency Priority

68 Continue program of defining public/private land boundaries, removing barriers to public 
access and reclamation of eroded public foreshore areas.

g-Mw H

69 Foreshore public land managers to maintain and regularly update public liability and 
safety risk registers.

g-Mw, Corowa Shire, Moira 
Shire

H

70 Foreshore public land managers to implement progressive public liability and safety 
hazard reduction works on a priority basis.

g-Mw, Corowa Shire, Moira 
Shire

H

71 Coordinate a Boating Safety reference group to advise authorities on boating safety and 
navigation issues in the lake.

nSw Maritime H

Communication 
Information and 
Awareness

72 Lake Mulwala Plan Community reference group to continue to provide advice on the 
implementation of the plan.

g-Mw, Crg H

73 develop an interactive ‘Lake Mulwala’ website containing maps, plans, zones, FaQ’s, 
summaries of management arrangements and by-laws. Include a timely and simple 
information portal pertaining to the operation of water levels in Lake Mulwala.

Moira Shire, Corowa Shire, 
g-Mw, MdBa

M

74 develop and distribute a quick reference guide of agency contacts for lake and foreshore 
management issues, defining roles and responsibilities for management of the lake and 
foreshore areas

g-Mw M

75 Clear, consistent boating information and safety signage at all boat ramps. NSW Maritime, g-Mw, 
Corowa Shire, Moira Shire

H

76 develop and install interpretive and educational signage at key access points around the 
lake, focussing on the history, heritage and ‘land & on-water’ aspects of Lake Mulwala.

Moira Shire, Corowa Shire, 
g-Mw

L

77 engage and inform the wider community through public information sessions, field 
excursions, school group participation etc.

G-MW, Crg, Shires M

78 develop and maintain a calendar of significant lake functions and events and determine 
minimum lake height requirements for each use.

MdBa, G-MW, Shires L

79 Use public events such as the eC griffiths Cup and Cod Classic as opportunities for 
awareness raising & information dissemination.

g-Mw, Parks Vic, Moira 
Shire, Corowa Shire

M

80 Broaden education campaigns to emphasise a greater understanding of the role of 
Lake Mulwala as an integral part of a greater river Murray System, and in particular the 
impacts of local activities and actions on downstream communities and environments.

G-MW, MdBa M

Bold font indicates primary coordinating responsibility.

Crg – Community reference group 
dPI – department of Primary Industries 
dwe – department of water and energy (nSw) 
g-Mw – goulburn-Murray water 
MdBa – Murray darling Basin authority
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